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None of this would be possible without you, the Wellness Within
donors, supporters, friends, admirers. The light of Wellness Within is
the collective community that believes in the mission that there is
more that can be done for those who face cancer. It is those
individuals who, together, believe that when cancer strikes there is a
way to have power over cancer. In doing so, one confirms their
identity, finds their joy, and seizes their quality-of-life. Each person
of this collective community of supporters is a light. Together, we
burn brightly: unwavering, resilient, and communicating powerful
information to improve lives – like a beacon. 

Beacons were developed centuries ago, designed to attract attention to a location and serve as a
mechanism to communicate over great distances. Beacons were so much more than just a light: they
symbolized a return to home, and, functioning as a warning system, became a safety net that saved
lives. 
Through the storm of cancer, Wellness Within continues to shine brightly by providing life-altering
programming and resources, steadfastly serving as an anchor to empower clients to seize quality-of-
life over the tumultuous effects of cancer.  
In this last year, while continuing to navigate the unpredictability of the pandemic, we forged
forward. We now have well over 100 podcasts and YouTube Videos garnering over 16,000 user
engagements. We are so excited to have a breadth of meditations from several of our expert
instructors who understand the trauma of a cancer experience. We have podcast conversations with
patients and cancer thrivers, who, through sharing their experience, let listeners know they are not
alone; and informational podcasts from cancer-care experts – nurses, social workers, authors and
doctors – on topics relevant to the cancer experience. Like the beacons of old, Wellness Within
continues to radiate, reaching across the globe with empowering information and communicating
messages of hope and resilience!
We also recognized the impact that a global pandemic had on our cancer community and knew that
the prolonged isolation, constant anxiety and uncertainty were particularly difficult for those facing
cancer. Remaining connected to clients in the Wellness Within community was a priority, and as a
result, we provided over 250 facilitator-led virtual classes and support groups. Between our online
and virtual live programming, we delivered over 1,000 hours of supportive content. 
But that is not all we did! In 2021, we launched the first two modules of our new course system,
called – you may have guessed it! - BEACON™. Modules are organized to meet a client specifically
where they are in the cancer experience: in treatment, post-treatment, caregiving, grief, etc. We are
so excited about the launch of BEACON™, bringing another transformative resource to the cancer
community. The next module will be released in spring 2022. 

T h a n k  Y o u  f o r  b e i n g  a  B e a c o n  o f  H o p e
 

P a t t i  B r o w n  F o u n d e r ,  B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r
 

E l i z a b e t h  K l e i n  E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r



OUR PROGRAMS & IMPACT 

As the pandemic lingered on in 2021, our doors remained closed for in-center support for the
majority of the year, always with the continued hope of reopening safely. Wellness Within
provided quality resources to the cancer community through a variety of virtual and online
platforms, as well as provided outdoor in-person movement classes thanks to the generosity of
Sierra View Country Club. We found new strengths in our online presence, as our podcast
downloads grew by over 200% from the previous year. We provided classes via Zoom, a variety
of YouTube videos, including hosting an educational panel about Clinic Trials, and also
provided videos for the underserved Spanish speaking community. Seeing how far our reach
grew was all the encouragement we needed to continue offering hope, healing and support.
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PROGRAM CONTENTHybrid - In Person and Zoom Classes at same time



2021 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

 
BRIDGET HALVORSON, J.D // PRESIDENT
BILL WALTERS, MBA // VICE PRESIDENT

DEENA MATH SPANN // TREASURER
LAURA CARAVELLO // SECRETARY

DAVID BROWN
DONNA CHIPPS

SHELENA LAWS, MD
VANESSA MARCONI, RN

PATRICIA MARQUEZ
PATTY MCELWAIN

JESSICA VAN LEUVEN, RN

2021 STAFF
PATTI BROWN // FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ELIZABETH KLEIN // DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNITY OUTREACH
STEVIE HANNICKEL // CANCER SUPPORT PROGRAMS DIRECTOR
MARILYN LAPKASS // MANAGER OF OPERATIONS AND SYSTEMS SUPPORT

ONLINE, OUTSIDE AND IN PERSON



 
AILEEN FLORENTZ

ANIKA MAHAVNI
CONSTANZA ROEDER

CELESTE KEITH MT-BC
DONNA GILREATH

DR. ALY COHEN
DR. ANNE KATZ

DR. DEEPTI BEHL
DR. JANET EATHERTON

ELIZABETH PROETT, MA, CMP
ERIN COSTA, NTP & LEX MUNOZ

JEANNINE WALSTON
JEANNETTE NORTHERN

KAREN PENFOLD
KIMBERLY CARGILE

KRIS CURL JOHNSTON
KRISTIE HOWLETT, MS, CNS, NP-C, AOCNP

KRISTIN KOZLOWSKI, LMFT
LESLIE DUKET, LCSW, OSW-C
MARIBETH WILLIAMS RN, BSN

MARGO FOWKES
NANCY BIRANG, BS, NC

NICOLE ELDREDGE
THERESA AINSWORTH
TREASA MCPHERSON

 

INSTRUCTORS 

PATTI BROWN, MS MFT // MEDITATION & MIND-BODY SKILLS
THERESA AINSWORTH // FIBER ARTS

JOHN BREWER // QIGONG
CELESTE KEITH, MT-BC // MUSIC THERAPY

IRAM KHAN // YOGA & IREST
JAN WEBB // MEDITATION

LINDSAY PARKINSON, LMFT // ART THERAPY
LORI PENERY, LCSW//CAREGIVING SUPPORT GROUP

SUSAN WHITAKER, MS // YOGA
TERRI WOLF, RN, MS // WRITING

ANNIE MASCORRO, RN, MFA  // POETRY

GUEST EXPERT CONTRIBUTORS 
Our podcast and video series presented information covering  topics

supporting our four pillars of  our programing. We are extremely
grateful for each of our guest expert contributors who  stretched their

abilities to reach our community via these new virtual platforms.

YouTube: Wellness Within Cancer Support Services
Podcast:  Wellness Within Cancer Support hosted on Buzzsprout



MOVING FORWARD

A key 2021 priority was developing new and innovative online
and virtual tools to help clients cope with a cancer diagnosis. 
 We accomplished this goal with the release of our new online
learning management system BEACON™ (Beneficial Empowering
Accessible Cancer Online Network).  BEACON™ is a self-paced
online system that provides cancer patients, caregivers, and
survivors a place to learn and practice wellness. It is designed to
support the individual based on where they are in their cancer
experience. BEACON™ is available, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, accessible wherever there is internet access.  In 2022
Wellness Within will continue to expand BEACON™ as an
additional resource to empower those impacted by cancer.

THANK YOU TO OUR MISSION LEVEL SPONSORS 

Wellness Within Cancer Support Services
www.wellnesswithin.org     609 Oak St. Roseville, CA 95678  (916) 788-0333
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INCOME $ 274, 662 EXPENSES $223, 860


